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About This Content

The cries of joy are still echoing through the dungeon halls alongside the distinctive, melodic parp of the fanfare corps’ butt
trumpets – a cacophony of wickedness that lingers in the air after the Absolute Evil’s undisputed triumph over Tanos.

But, as the saying goes, all good ...errr... evil things come to an end – and so is the Absolute Evil’s relentless assimilation of
everything that dares to be good. For now is the time for the Absolute Evil to ascend to the throne and crown himself the sole

ruler of the world.

However, there’s one itsy-bitsy little problem standing in the way…the Above-And-Beyond-All-Beings Goddess of Light
herself! Who will emerge victorious from the final battle between good and evil?
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Title: Dungeons 3 - Clash of Gods
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
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Realmforge Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Dungeons
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core 2.8 GHz (i7 900 series) or 3.5 GHz AMD (FX 6000 series)

Graphics: AMD/NVIDIA dedicated graphic card, with at least 1024MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 11 and
Shader Model 5.0 support (AMD Radeon HD 7000 series and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 600 series)

DirectX: Version 11

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Italian,Czech
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Great game if you're a fan of bullet hell games this is for you and it's super cheap. The reason I bought this game was because of
the splitscreen co-op gameplay, but its filled with bugs and I can't even play it. Otherwise If you play alone is a good game.
Looks pretty nice too.. DO NOT BUY FROM STEAM.

This game is great. I owned a physical copy before and lost it so I bought this copy from steam to replace it.

IT DOES NOT WORK.

If it doesn't work, why do I have over 30 hours of play time? Thats the problem. It starts up and I get the Steam "loading bar",
but nothing happens. The loading bar stays on the screen. If I go through steam to uninstall they tell me I can't uninstal because
the game is running... it's not. If I force close everything, restart my computer and then uninstall and reinstall, no change.

I wrote an email to steam requesting a refund and I explained that while it showed I had so much play time I don't. The assume
I'm trying to weasle my $6.99 back after I played the game, so I get no refund...

DO NOT MAKE MY MISTAKE. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME FROM STEAM.. Good one, for any one that like
micromanagement and puzzles with a "train" thematic.S
Great aesthetic and good mechanics.

Since is in early access I hope to see more scenarios and new mechanics.. I know the guy who made this. This game was all him,
and I have to say, he did a bang-up job making it onto Steam!

If you're reading this, "Xivek", Liam says hey.. Intense. Very well made, little motion sick at the beginning, but eases off
quickly, and i know I am a little sensitive to it, good job Devs!!. Fantastic! As soon as i saw it memories of the good old
commodore 64 came flooding back. I was a little sceptical when buying because it looks so different. But having played only an
hour it retains the atmosphere of the commodore 64 with so much more depth. If you are old enough to remember the
commodore 64 version and you loved it then this is a must buy! I can see me putting 8hour stints into this game and can't wait to
get into it. Well done devs!
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Another great zigsaw puzzle game. This time with a little zombie TD (which you can turn off) throw in for extra intensity.. A
really interesting visual novel with a unique spin on making choices. Rather than selecting choices from a menu, you decide
when and how often to make use of an interesting mechanic in which the main character can read the minds of those around
him. What he\/she learns or doesn't learn dictates how he reacts to different situations. It's a nice change from the usual modus
operandi of visual novels.

The story's themes are rather existential and interesting, framed in a somewhat typical science fiction setting. The art is rather
hit or miss, with some of it being really beautiful and other aspects being rather poor. Personally, I was a little creeped out by
the way smiles were drawn on the characters.

Overall, it's an excellent entry into the visual novel genre. Somewhat short, but with excellent replay value. I'd definitely
recommend it for anyone who enjoys a good story and is intrigued by the concept of personal mental privacy.. Charming little
time killer. Beautiful music accompaniment.. Unexpectedly good. Got this for $1 in one of the indie paks in christmas, and it
really is a very competent point & click, with several additions that enhance the genre. It rewards obsessive clickers with
collectibles, and highlights the name of items that you can interact with, and if u tried a particular interaction earlier, the game
lets you know by making the text white (as opposed to blue, which indicates a new interaction). It also has a scoring/title system
(which I assume is based on how fast you solve puzzles + how many collectibles you get).. it's not much but it's there. Lots of
dog puns.

Tired of the pirates theme though. Should've left that to Monkey Island.. I love the game, its pretty fun and honestly im amazed
it never was saw on steam. Its really classical and old school. The developer honestly should have gotten a lot more sales from
this game. Excellent game id recommend it for others. The sentences are a little off and dying can come easily if you arent
paying attention but its a great game.. This game is a breath of fresh air. I don't remember the last time that I enjoyed adventure
game so much. It is very beautiful with interesting story. A real hidden gem. Highly recommend the game.. I can't even run the
game...apprently there are some serious bugs that need to be fixed.
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